SPECIALTY & VEGAN RANGE
Cake Donut Mix
Bake or fry amazing cake donuts that have a delicious dense
texture.
+ Easy to use
+ Freeze thaw stable

Item No: FS10 CK-Donut | Weight: 10kg bag

Pancake Mix
A mix designed to produce fluffy golden pancakes, with a natural
vanilla back note; they are like traditional pancakes in taste,
texture and appearance.
+ Light and airy
+ Also make crepes
Item No: FS Pancake | Weight: 10kg bag

Crispy Batter Mix
For fish ‘n chip shops, adding a gluten-free menu offering will
generate incremental sales for the business. The Well and Good
batter mix makes getting started easy.
+ Easily add your favourite seasonings

Item No: FS Crispy Batter | Weight: 10kg bag

Vegan Plant Patty Mix
Combine this mix with water and oil to make plant-based meat
ideal for burgers, sausage rolls and meatballs. Very lightly
seasoned, to allow the user to create their own flavors.
+ Freeze-thaw stable
+ One 750g bag makes 22 burger patties.
Item No: FS15 VPP-VMeat | Weight: 4x750g bags
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SPECIALTY & VEGAN RANGE
Vegan Cheese Mix
Make hard cheese that performs like mozzarella and has a
cheddar-like flavor. Perfect for grating or slicing.
+ Also makes soft cheese for recipes like lasagna
+ Excellent for burgers and pizza

Item No: FSPC-Cheese | Weight: 4x750g bags

Vegan Whipping Cream Mix
Make plant-based whipping cream with premium taste and
texture. Reduce waste by making up cream as required - once
made up, the cream has an impressive 8 day ambient shelf life.
+ Holds its shape after piping
+ Use to make chocolate mousse
+ Lasts 1 month refrigerated
Item No: WPB-Cream | Weight: 6x250g bags

Instant Custard Mix
Well and Good’s Instant Custard Mix is extremely easy to make.
Perfect for making pouring custard or a thicker custard slice
filling. Add brandy or chocolate for tasty flavour variations.
+ Instant, no-cook powder. Just whip and serve

Item No: FS Instant Custard Powder | Weight: 10kg bag
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